Abstract-Characterization of unintended radiated emissions (URE) from electronic devices plays an important role in many research areas from electromagnetic interference to nonintrusive load monitoring to information system security. URE can provide insights for applications ranging from load disaggregation and energy efficiency to condition-based maintenance of equipmentbased upon detected fault conditions. URE characterization often requires subject matter expertise to tailor transforms and feature extractors for the specific electrical devices of interest. We present a novel approach, named dimensionally aligned signal projection (DASP), for projecting aligned signal characteristics that are inherent to the physical implementation of many commercial electronic devices. These projections minimize the need for an intimate understanding of the underlying physical circuitry and significantly reduce the number of features required for signal classification. We present three possible DASP algorithms that leverage frequency harmonics, modulation alignments, and frequency peak spacings, along with a two-dimensional image manipulation method for statistical feature extraction. To demonstrate the ability of DASP to generate relevant features from URE, we measured the conducted URE from 14 residential electronic devices using a 2 MS/s collection system. A linear discriminant analysis classifier was trained using DASP generated features and was blind tested resulting in a greater than 90% classification accuracy for each of the DASP algorithms and an accuracy of 99.1% when DASP features are used in combination. Furthermore, we show that a rank reduced feature set of the combined DASP algorithms provides a 98.9% classification accuracy with only three features and outperforms a set of spectral features in terms of general classification as well as applicability across a broad number of devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A LL electronic devices have nonideal filters, manufacturing design variances, and a variety of other imperfections that can lead to unintended radiated emissions (URE) from clocked signals, frequency mixing, and signal modulations [1] - [3] . The processing of URE can provide a significant amount of information about the equipment that generated the signals, including equipment type [4] or its current operating condition [5] . URE characterization research can be broadly separated into the areas of electromagnetic interference (EMI), nonintrusive load monitoring (NILM), and information security (IS). EMI research generally focuses on minimizing URE, NILM on understanding URE, and IS on exploiting URE. URE appears both in the radiated electromagnetic (EM) spectrum and on the power infrastructure, with the latter typically being where NILM research is applied for load disaggregation for energy efficiency applications and fault detection for condition-based maintenance applications. In addition, information leakage research focuses on understanding emanations from information processing systems and preventing unauthorized access to protected information. The majority of NILM research does not actually focus on the unintended emissions from equipment themselves, but rather the load profile and voltage perturbations induced from the power infrastructure associated with the operation of electrical equipment. NILM signal processing can be roughly divided into transient and steady-state analyses, with both often requiring more than one measurement point such as current and voltage [6] . Transient analysis works well with large inductive and machine loads due to the current draw and perturbations generated with large equipment start-up; however, these techniques can be confounded by simultaneous turn-on events [7] . Steady-state approaches utilize real and reactive power draw of equipment as well as power line harmonic analysis to detect and classify equipment, but often utilize changes in steady-state operations that are not applicable to always-on devices and can be confounded with a large number of devices and transients [8] . Fault detection for condition based maintenance applications, such as [9] , does utilize unintended emanations and, in addition, [1] demonstrates that analysis of URE transients associated with switching frequencies could be used as a potential feature for NILM device characterization. There is a significant amount of literature on switching frequency emanations, but it generally focuses on development of EMI mitigation strategies such as clock spreading as shown by [10] and [11] , however [12] does present a harmonic analysis of USB charger switching frequencies for NILM applications. Although a significant amount of NILM research has been applied to determining optimal machine learning classifiers, such as neural networks [13] , decision trees [14] , or support vector machines [15] , the majority of features are derived from the transient and steadystate load characteristics. IS, or information leakage, research was first presented in the 1960s [16] and URE characterization is a primary focus. It has been shown that URE can allow an eavesdropper access to keystrokes [5] , television images [17] , and even cryptographic information [18] . Targeting specific algorithms, software implementations, or hardware implementations may require a deep understanding of the underlying URE generation mechanism or URE characteristics as shown in [16] , although new research has shown generic detection and characterization methods for detecting clocked digital circuitry [1] and methods for detecting amplitude and frequency modulations within computer emanations [3] . A similar intimate understanding of the design and physical layout of hardware circuitry is also required in the EMI research community, as is demonstrated in the plethora of literature dedicated to reducing EMI of voltage converters [19] , pulsewidth-modulation generation [20] , and clocking methods [21] .
Whether detecting and characterizing an electrical kitchen appliance for a NILM application or determining the state of a computer algorithm for an information leakage research effort, URE characterization can be viewed as a typical machine learning classification problem. Though significant progress has been accomplished in terms of load characterization for NILM applications, no approach has been applied to align URE-based features for a significantly reduced feature space. We present dimensionally aligned signal projection (DASP) as a new method for generating features from URE for NILM and information leakage classifier applications. The proposed method aligns signal characteristics that are inherent to electrical circuitry to generate features for subsequent machine learning classifiers. We utilize harmonic, modulation, and frequency spacing signal dimensions to demonstrate the performance improvements gained by aligning these signal characteristics into a two-dimensional (2-D) image which is subsequently summed into a 1-D vector for statistical feature extraction.
In Section II, we present a model of unintended emanations derived from the multiplication (i.e., mixing) of periodic signals that are comprised of a fundamental frequency and its respective harmonics. Section III describes the proposed DASP methods for processing URE signals by aligning signal characteristics of interest, where harmonically aligned signal projection (HASP) is used for aligning signal harmonics, modulation aligned signal projection (MASP) is used for aligning modulation components, and spectral correlation aligned projections (SCAP) are used for aligning spacings in the frequency domain. Section IV provides the URE collection configuration and classification results by describing the process for capturing URE signals from commercial electronic equipment using a single voltage probe and comparing the performance of DASP generated features to purely spectral features using a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier. The paper is concluded in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Electronic digital circuitry utilizes many periodic signals generated by components such as clocks and oscillators. As part of their inherent operation, these signals are often directly coupled or mixed and modulated both intentionally for proper operation of the device and unintentionally resulting from high-frequency cycles and/or nonlinear components. This behavior in digital devices leads to generated conducted URE as shown in Fig. 1 . All periodic signals used in the operation of an electronic device are potentially, and independently, filtered by some process before being directly conducted as URE outside the device often through powerline emissions. Additionally, each periodic signal may mix (multiply) with other periodic signals before being conducted as URE.
Analytically, the received complex URE time-domain signal r can be written as the sum of the direct and intermodulation responses
where r is the time-domain received signal, c is the URE channel gain, p n are periodic signals used within the devices, h n are the direct power gains for each signal, and g i,j are mixing product gains for component crosstalk and intermodulation, i and j are sequences 1 to N , and N is the number of periodic signals. Note that (1) assumes no signal mixes with itself. Using the convolution theorem to transform r into it's power spectral density (PSD),
wherep,ĥ, andĝ are the Fourier transformations of p, h, and g, respectively. Analysis ofr shows that the spectral components within received URE are comprised of the periodic signals used within the device and the convolution of their respective PSDs. Characterization of the URE is, therefore, tied to the periodic signals within the device, but unfortunately the parameters of these periodic signals and their respective gains, h, g, and c, are unknown leading to a severely underdetermined feature space.
The continuous-time Fourier series expansion of a periodic signal shows that it is comprised of an infinite sum of its respective harmonics; therefore, aligning and summing its harmonic content maximizes detection of the signal. Although the fundamental frequencies of the periodic signals are unknown, the HASP algorithm provides a method of aligning harmonics of all periodic signals regardless of the fundamental frequency. Additionally, the trigonometric product identities show that the intermodulation and mixing of periodic signals results in the sum and differences of the mixing frequencies. The MASP and SCAP algorithms provide a method for detecting these modulations and aligning the frequency mixing sums and differences when the underlying carrier and modulation frequencies are unknown. As shown in Sections III-A-III-C, the HASP, MASP, and SCAP algorithms provide a method for aligning and summing harmonics and their cross products regardless of their underlying fundamental frequency and, therefore, maximize features relevant to device detection and classification.
III. DIMENSIONALLY ALIGNED SIGNAL PROJECTION
The processing of conducted URE for the purposes of device classification often requires intimate knowledge of the underlying signal characteristics that are determined by the physical implementation of the device's electronic circuitry. DASP provides a method for aligning those signal dimensions inherent to the majority of electronic circuits without a prior knowledge of the device's physical or conducted noise characteristics. We present the following DASP algorithms to align conducted URE dimensions of interest for device classification: HASP, MASP, and SCAP. To demonstrate the advantages of dimensionally aligned feature extraction, we further extract purely spectral features as a baseline for comparison.
A. Harmonically Aligned Signal Projection
The HASP algorithm provides a method for aligning a fundamental frequency with its respective harmonics in the column of a 2-D matrix. Harmonic content analysis can provide information related to a signal's stability, shape, and the underlying physical circuitry. All nonsinusoidal periodic functions, such as square or triangle waves, are composed of harmonics with varying magnitudes and phases which define the shape of the time-domain signal. For example, consider the alignment process along the harmonics as shown in Fig. 2 . The HASP algorithm generates a 2-D image by projecting bins of an fast Fourier transform (FFT) vector to align a fundamental frequency with its respective harmonic frequencies. If done correctly, the harmonics will align in the final 2-D image, resulting in a strong feature that can be used for classification purposes. 
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Because of the expansion of each harmonic vector at increasing k, each vector is also downsampled by a factor of k to align harmonically related bins in the HASP image. The resulting HASP image dimensions are the number of discrete frequency bins comprising the continuous frequencies f c ± B by K.
To illustrate the HASP algorithm images, conducted URE was collected from fluorescent lights in an radio-frequency (RF) shielded enclosure using a universal software radio peripheral (USRP) N210 collection platform with an LFRX analog to digital processing board operating at 2 MS/s. The URE signals were measured using a high-impedance voltage probe between the ground and neutral power lines feeding the RF enclosure. Fig. 3 is a plot of the FFT of conducted URE collected from two fluorescent light fixtures, showing a fundamental frequency at approximately 45 kHz and 14 harmonics up to 1 MHz. Fig. 4 is the resulting image after application of the HASP algorithm to the same time-domain capture. The two vertical lines represent the harmonic structure of two different fluorescent lights, and the fixed frequency separation at each harmonic is due to the very minute frequency difference between their respective crystal oscillators.
B. Modulation Aligned Signal Projection
The MASP algorithm provides a method for characterizing amplitude modulations (AM) in URE time-domain signal 
k-th row of H ← DOWNSAMPLE f k by factor of k 6: end for 4 . HASP output image generated from the same time-domain signal captured in Fig. 3 . The HASP image shows two distinct parallel lines around 45 kHz corresponding to the frequency separation of the two electronic ballasts. This is due to the slight differences in the fundamental switching frequencies of the two electronic ballasts. The curved lines around the center are due to the increasing bandwidth for each harmonic row and are copies of the immediately proceeding and following harmonics. MASP is described in depth in Algorithm 2. MASP operates on a time-domain input signal r by first performing a STFT with no overlap on the received URE signal. The sample rate, collection time, and maximum modulation frequency f m of interest dictate the length of the time slices within the STFT and, hence, the pixel resolution of the output MASP image. As the maximum f m is increased, shorter time slices are utilized by the STFT resulting in a decreased number of frequency bins in the carrier frequency f c rows. The total collection time of r determines the resolution of the f m columns and the sample rate of r determines the maximum carrier frequency. Once the magnitude of the STFT transform, S, is calculated, the algorithm iterates through all carrier frequency bins f and performs an FFT on each frequency column. The magnitude of the frequency column FFTs then form a column in the MASP image. The resulting MASP image is a frequency-by-frequency plot where rows represent modulation frequencies and columns represent carrier frequencies. A peak in the MASP image gives a visual display of a significant AM at a given modulation and carrier frequency. Fig. 5 shows the MASP output image of conducted URE collected from a Dell Optiplex desktop computer. This image shows that the device under test has a strong harmonic structure with an approximately 5 kHz fundamental frequency; however, unlike with HASP, MASP is also able to extract a strong, but low frequency, modulating frequency of around 20 Hz along with the harmonics of 20 Hz. Such a structure is often buried in and confounded by the stronger fundamental frequencies and their respective harmonics, which further motivates the use of dimensional alignments for feature extraction. Additionally, the amplitude modulation index can be very low and, therefore, the modulation side-bands around the carrier frequency may be near the noise floor. The MASP algorithm provides a method of detecting and characterizing these small modulations, as shown in Fig. 5 .
C. Spectral Correlation Aligned Projection
The SCAP algorithm provides a method for aligning frequency spacings between peaks in the frequency domain. Fixed frequency spacings can result from frequency harmonics, frequency mixing, or frequency and amplitude modulations; and furthermore, can occur at multiple unrelated locations within the conducted URE spectrum. The SCAP algorithm outputs two vectors, S H and S F , derived from the autocovariance C X X (f ) of the FFT of a time-domain capture. S H results from application of the HASP algorithm to the spectral autocovariance, while S F is derived from the FFT of the spectral autocovariance as described in Algorithm 3. Fig. 6 shows the spectral autocovariance of the conducted URE collected from two fluorescent lights using the same time-domain captures utilized to illustrate the HASP algorithm in Fig. 4 .
IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
A. Data Collection
To evaluate the performance of DASP derived features, conducted URE was collected from 14 commercial electronic devices, as listed in Table I , that would be common to a typical office environment with an additional "off" state resulting in 15 total classes. Collection periods were divided into four 10 min segments with the device turned on for the first and third segments and the device unplugged for the second and fourth segments. Each 10 min time-domain capture was subsequently divided into contiguous 1 s capture files resulting in a total of 1200 time-domain captures per device and 16800 "off state" captures. To allow for software boot-up time and to ensure steady-state operation, a minimum wait period of 1 min was provided before device captures.
The URE signal captures were performed in a RF shielded enclosure using a USRP N210 collection platform with an LFRX analog-to-digital processing board operating at 2 MS/s. The conducted URE signals were measured using a high impedance differential voltage probe between the ground and neutral conductors providing power to the RF chamber, as pictured in Fig. 7 . The USRP N210 was equipped with a temperature-compensated crystal oscillator (TCXO) which provided a 2.5 parts per million (ppm) frequency accuracy. Although the TCXO could not provide the temperature stability of oven-controlled or GPS disciplined oscillators, the lower cost, size, and power requirements of the TCXO provided a viable basis for low cost commercial applications. To further demonstrate commercial applicability, no effort was made to calibrate or quantify the frequency stability of the USRP N210 collection system. Fig. 7 . Picture of the data collection setup in an RF shielded enclosure. The picture shows a Cyber Power UPS device under test along with a differential voltage probe connected via coaxial cable through a chamber bulkhead connector to a USRP analog to digital collection system outside of the enclosure.
B. DASP Configuration
The HASP, MASP, and SCAP algorithms were applied to each capture file to prepare for image segmentation and statistical feature extraction. Because there was no a priori knowledge of the URE characteristics, the algorithms were arbitrarily configured to characterize different parts of the spectrum. The HASP algorithm was configured for a center frequency of 100 kHz and a bandwidth of 100 kHz to cover higher frequencies in the signal captures. The MASP algorithm was configured with f m = 200 Hz to address lower frequency modulations, and the SCAP algorithm was configured with a HASP center frequency of 10 kHz and a bandwidth of 10 kHz. It should be noted that because these transforms are not being compared against one another, it is not necessary to match their spectral parameters. 
C. Feature Extraction
Extraction of features from the DASP images and vectors can be tailored to a specific device or class given a priori knowledge of the URE characteristics, such as specific peaks or dimensional alignments. Additionally, the images can be further segmented into submatrices, as demonstrated in Fig. 8 , to isolate different areas of the spectrum to highlight and separate finer resolution URE alignments. Given only one device per collection, no prior knowledge of a device's URE characteristics, and the low-noise collection environment, no tailored feature extractors or further image segmentation was utilized in the feature generation process.
Instead of tailored feature extraction, general statistical features based on variance (σ 2 ), skewness (γ), and kurtosis (κ) were extracted from the whole image. Samples over which to compute the statistics were taken from the summed rows and columns of each image as shown in Fig. 9 . For whole image feature extraction, all of the pixels of the image were concatenated into a single vector. Row and column summing allows the aligned signal dimensions to be collapsed into a single vector through summation. For instance, the HASP algorithm aligns harmonic frequencies in a single column in the HASP image and column summing allows all of those harmonics to be added coherently into a single vector as demonstrated in the sum of columns plot in Fig. 9 .
The extracted features are concatenated in to a single feature vector
where ω are the whole image features, ρ are summed row features, and γ are summed column features, resulting in nine features for the HASP and MASP algorithms. The SCAP features were generated by extracting the statistical moments from S H and S F , resulting in six features per capture. In addition, the HASP, SCAP, and MASP features were concatenated for analysis of the combined feature sets, resulting in a vector of 24 combined features. Finally, the z-score for each feature was calculated across all data-sets resulting in a normalized feature set that was utilized for subsequent classification analysis.
D. Simulation Results
To quantify the performance of the DASP generated and spectral baseline features, the LDA classifier is utilized to determine classification performance and the linear separability of each feature set. The LDA classifier is trained using a random sampling of 90% of the capture files, while 10% of the files were held back for one-versus-all blind testing. In addition, each feature vector is reduced to rank 3 using Fisher reduced rank discriminant analysis [22] , to determine the LDA classification performance of the reduced rank feature set.
As a comparison baseline to the newly generated DASP features, a set of purely spectral feature vectors was generated for each dataset with a roughly equivalent number of features. Because of the low-noise collection environment and the limitation of one device per dataset, any spectral component in the conducted URE of a device will be prominent and will provide a reasonable comparative feature set to the DASP generated features. The spectral features were generated by calculating the magnitudes of the full FFT for each signal capture and then downsampled to a 9 point (SF9) and 27 (SF27) point FFT for comparison to the individual DASP algorithms and the combined DASP algorithms, respectively. The spectral features were additionally scaled by their z-score, as applied to the DASP feature sets, for subsequent device classification.
The classification accuracies for both the full and reduced rank feature sets of each feature generation method (SF9, SF27, HASP, MASP, and SCAP) were calculated using a trained LDA classifier with a confusion matrix provided for each of the reduced rank feature sets. In addition, the individual DASP features were combined and also analyzed for classification accuracy.
The SF9 and SF27 full feature sets provided overall classification accuracies of 92.4% and 96.9%, respectively, and, as expected, outperformed their respective reduced rank feature sets with classification accuracies of 87.0% and 95.2%. Although the spectral feature sets performed well, especially the SF27 feature set which exceeded 95% for both the full and reduced feature sets, the spectral feature sets failed to classify several devices entirely. As shown in the reduced rank LDA confusion matrices for SF9 and SF27, Figs. 10 and 11, respectively, both feature sets were unable to linearly separate the viewsonicmonitor device from the other classes. Furthermore, the SF9 reduced rank set was unable to classify the viziobluray, raspberrypi, and linksysrouter devices to better than a 22% accuracy. The inability of the reduced rank spectral feature sets to classify certain devices shows that a larger number of features is required to linearly separate the classes. The alignment of signal dimensions related to the underlying conducted URE characteristics is specifically proposed to significantly reduce the number of features required for device classification.
The HASP generated features provided LDA classification accuracies of 95.7% and 95.2% for the full and reduced rank feature sets, respectively. The HASP derived features significantly outperformed the SF9 features in terms of classification performance, and provided comparable performance to the SF27 feature sets with one-third the number of features. The HASP reduced rank LDA confusion matrix is shown in Fig. 12 and shows that the HASP generated features are able to linearly separate all 15 classes to better than 85% accuracy with only 3 features. The aligned projection of harmonically related signals allowed for a more compact feature representation and significantly reduced feature space by combining related peaks through column summing.
The MASP-derived full and reduced-rank feature sets provided classification accuracies of 91.6% and 89.3%, respec- tively. The MASP derived features sets did not perform as well as the HASP and full SF9 feature sets in terms of classification accuracy; however, MASP reduced rank feature set did provide better classification performance than the reduced rank SF9 feature set. The rank reduced LDA confusion matrix for the MASP derived features provided in Fig. 13 and shows two classes (raspberrypi and viziobluray) performing poorly with approximately 50%; however, the remaining devices exceeded 64% with the majority greater than 90%. Although many classes performed worse than their reduced rank SF9 counterparts, the MASP derived features sets were able to linearly separate and classify all 15 devices to greater than 49%. The reduced-rank MASP confusion matrix shows that the devices are linearly separable, but suffer from decreased distances between the class means and increased within-class variances.
The SCAP-derived full and reduced-rank feature sets provided overall classification accuracies of 91.6% and 89.3%, respectively, and provide a similar performance to the MASP generated features with only 6 total features in the full set. The SCAP features were able to linearly separate all 15 devices with a greater than 55% accuracy with most exceeding 80%, as shown in the reduced rank confusion matrix in Fig. 14 . Additionally, the SCAP-generated reduced-rank feature set was able to separate the none or off state from all devices, correctly identifying the presence of a device in all conditions with only three features. Much like the MASP results, the SCAP reduced rank features did provide some linear separability across all classes but with diminished class mean distance to within-class variance ratios.
The HASP, MASP, and SCAP features were concatenated into a single vector to form a combined set of dimensionally aligned features, resulting in a total of 24 features per capture. The combined feature set outperformed all spectral and individual DASP feature sets with both the full and reduced rank feature sets with classification accuracies of 99.1% and 98.9%, respectively. The reduced rank LDA confusion matrix is provided in Fig. 15 , and shows that only three devices (odroidxu4, raspberrypi, and rokuxs) did not obtain 100% accuracy. The reduced rank feature set only performed 0.2% worse than the full feature set, demonstrating the significantly reduced feature space that can be obtained when aligning signal dimensions inherent to conducted URE. The full and reduced-rank feature set classification results for all of the feature extraction methods are presented in Table II . The top features for each feature extraction algorithm, based upon the Fisher rank reduction, are shown in Table III , where the feature generation algorithm, summing vector dimension (row = r, column = c, or whole image = w), and statistical moment are provided for each. The top SCAP features are shown with their respective statistical moment and the SCAP vectors, S H and S F . The combined DASP feature set outperforms all other algorithms in terms of classification accuracy for both the full and reduced feature set, especially considering the 98.9% classification accuracy across 15 devices with only 3 features. Analysis of the top features, also shows that the top two HASP features are also present in the top combined feature sets along with the top MASP feature. Although further research will be required to understand the relevance of statistical features within the context of the physical circuitry and the conducted URE signals, the fact that both row summed and columned summed features are present in the top feature list shows the viability of the feature extraction method.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK URE can provide valuable device classification and characterization insights for many applications from NILM to conditionbased maintenance. URE processing algorithms often require subject matter expertise to tailor transforms and feature extractors for the specific electrical device of interest. We present DASP as a method for projecting aligned signal dimensions, such as frequency harmonics, frequency spacings, signal modulations, that are inherent to the physical implementation of the vast majority of commercial electronic devices, thus removing the need for an intimate understanding of the underlying physical circuitry and the URE generation mechanism. In addition, we provide a method for extracting statistical-based features from DASP generated images using an image segmentation and matrix directional summing. We show that HASP, SCAP, and MASP outperform pure spectral features with an LDA classification accuracy exceeding 90% for each DASP algorithm and greater than 99% for combined DASP feature sets. We also show that DASP generated features are applicable to a broader range of devices, whereas spectral features failed to linearly separate several devices.
Although the DASP generated features performed well in terms of LDA classification, there are several areas of improvement that should be explored beyond using additional classifier algorithms such as K nearest neighbor or AdaBoost. The configuration settings for the DASP algorithms, such as the HASP center frequency, were completely arbitrary and could be optimized for improved classification accuracy across a broad range of devices. In addition, the statistical feature extraction worked well given only one URE generator per capture, but more tailored feature extractors and the use of multiple level image segmentation should be explored when trying to classify simultaneous signals. Finally, purely spectral features from an FFT or STFT could be used in conjunction with DASP generated features for an even better set of features for URE device classification.
